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URBAN AGENDA for EU –
Pact of Amsterdam
• May 30, 2016. 28 EU ministers responsible for urban
policies sign the Pact of Amsterdam. This agreement
establishes the Urban Agenda for the EU and lays down its
fundamental principles.
• “The Urban Agenda for the EU is a new working method to
ensure maximum utilization of the growth potential of cities
and to successfully tackle social challenges. It aims to
promote cooperation between Member States, cities, the
European Commission and other stakeholders, in order to
stimulate growth, livability and innovation in the cities of
Europe”

URBAN AGENDA for EU
The heart of the Urban Agenda is the development of 12 partnerships related to 12 "urban challenges", thus allowing
cities, Member States, EU institutions and stakeholders as NGOs and business partners, to work together to:

Better regulation - eliminate legislative barriers at local or national level

Better funding - ensure that funding actually reaches cities and funds are spent on their priorities; to talk more
about funding with the European Commission and with the Member States

Better knowledge base and knowledge exchange - make available the immense wealth of knowledge and
experience that each city develops.

URBAN AGENDA– 14 Priority Themes

From FUTURIUM platform:
https://ec.europa.eu/futur
ium/en/urban-agenda

SUL and NBS Partnership:
Members
• Urban Areas:
Bologna (IT, Coordinator), Antwerp (BE), Cork (IE),
Lille (FR), Águeda (PT), Stavanger (NO), Stuttgart (DE),
Zagreb (HR)
• Member States:
Poland (Coordinator), Cyprus, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Portugal, Slovenia

• Other participants and stakeholders:
European Commission (DG REGIO, DG ENV, DG JRC,
DG R&I), ICLEI,INCASÒL, European Investment Bank
(EIB), EUROCITIES
• Observers:
URBACT, The Netherlands, EEA, ISOCARP

SUL_NBS – objectives and vision

Inspiring principle
• Ensure an efficient and sustainable use of land and natural resources, contribute to the development of
compact, liveable and inclusive European cities for all.
General objectives
• Promote a compact model of liveable city
• Bring to the attention and spread the NBS as tools for the sustainability and liveability of urban spaces
Priority focus
• Land take/Land use
• Under used urban area and brownfields
• Functional Urban Areas - FUAs
• Nature-based solutions - NBS

SUL-NBS: Action Plan
Work flow and process:
• A year of participatory work, seven project meetings, definition of 9 ACTIONS → included in a most
exhaustive ACTION PLAN
• For each action have been identified: obstacles → objectives → timeline → responsible partners in the
implementation → expected results
Action N. and name

Field

Action Leader

1 INCLUDING LAND TAKE IN IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Bologna e UNIBO

2 FINANCING MODELS FOR BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT

Luxembourg

3 IDENTIFYING AND MANAGING UNDER-USED LAND

URBACT

4 INDICATORS OF LAND TAKE

Bologna e UNIBO

5 PROMOTING FUA COOPERATION AS A TOOL TO MITIGATE

URBAN SPRAWL

Poland

6 BETTER REGULATION TO BOOST NBS AT EU AND LOCAL LEVEL

Bologna e UNIBO

7 BETTER FINANCING ON NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS (7.1 & 7.2)

Zagreb

8 AWARENESS RAISING ON NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS AND URBAN SPRAWL

Bologna

9 DEVELOPING COMMON STANDARDS AND INDICATORS

Stavanger

Action 6: Objectives
EU level:
 Based on the review of EU instruments and legislation available, the Partnership believes that
there is a need to better integrate NBS within existing directives and other existing EU-level
legislation and documents. Reference to the “urban environment” needs to be better
investigated to understand how the urban dimension should be integrated into EU policies and
strategies

Local level:
 National and regional authorities and cities of the partnership intend to better understand to
which extent NBS has already been included and integrated into their national or local
strategies (climate adaptation, urban and master plans, resilience strategies, etc.) and to what
extent the existing minimum legal requirements already take NBS benefits into consideration, or
the need to further integrate NBS.

Action 6: Expected Outcomes
EU level:
• Recommendations to the EU Commission on a better integration of NBS’ within existing
Directives and other EU-level documents (reference to Water and Flood directive)
Local level:

• an overview of existing strategies where NBS play or could play an important role in the cities
participating in the action;
• an overview of existing minimum legal requirement on NBS in their urban plans and
building regulations;
• Proposing better integration of NBS into existing strategies (in terms of potential target and
actions to achieve those) and into minimum legal requirements

Action 6: What have we done so far?
EU level:
• Review of main EU strategies, directives and roadmaps that
include, mention or refer to the concept of NBSs and green
infrastructures
• Review of EU strategies, directives and roadmaps where NBS
are not explicitly mentioned, but where they can play an
important role – Water Directive and Flood Directive
Local level:
• First screening of legislation, standard and minimum legal
requirement in the cities and regions of our partnership
• One workshop at the THINKNATURE Forum in Paris to discuss
about the topic with other interested parties

Action 6: examples from the partnership
Bologna:
•

Building urban code related with soil permeability; indeed the minimum
permeability should be ensured through the calculation of a specific indicator of
reduced building impact (RIE).

•

Emilia Romagna region just released the new urban planning law (Regional law
24/2017) where the former quantitative minimum legal requirements for green
areas has been implemented considering a wider and more qualitative point of
view.

Zagreb:

•

The spatial plan of the city (2018) defines that new parks
within urban areas will be shaped in accordance with the
natural features of the area and equipped according to the
needs of the inhabitants of the settlement and will normally
provide 5 m2 of park area per inhabitant.

Action 6: Further examples and thoughts
from THINKNATURE Paris forum
Main thoughts of the session:
• Several good practices including NBS
requirement into legal planning mechanisms,
most of them coming from Third countries or
EU Northern countries (i.e. NL obligates to
have water storage on rooftops, Bilbao
imposed a minimum of green areas in its
master plan)

• There are often conflicting regulations (EU
directives, national directives, local directives)
Sometimes conflicting rules apply within a
same city.

Action 6: Can minimum legal requirements
and planning standards boost NBS uptakes?
Some thoughts from Paris Forum session:
 Yes:
we should set compulsory standards such as xx m² of
green area per inhabitant
Yes, if we use measurable “green factors” for projects
 Yes but:
Yes, if we reverse the way of setting rules. For example:
instead of setting a minimum of parking spots per
building/district, set a maximum -> maximum instead of
minimum
 No:
in some countries, e.g. USA, minimums might not work.
It’s better to have guidelines

Action 6: Can minimum legal requirements
and planning standards boost NBS uptakes?
If not, what could boost this process at local level?
 Raising the awareness of citizens. With well aware
people, regulations won’t be necessary
 Start with a strategy and push it (especially by the
mayor), if you want to achieve something
 Provide more data and inputs, through several models,
before making plans.

Future events and collaboration

We are looking for an expert on EU legislation on NBS!
Interested? Please contact me!

Thank you for your attention!
Claudia.deluca5@unibo.it

